No. 015-CVO-42  
Dated: - 10.07.2018

Subject: Nomination for the one week workshop on “Vigilance Administration”-regarding

As per the Training Policy Guideline adopted by the Commission, the Commission conduct short term trainings (domestic and foreign) as part of the capacity building exercise.

2. In line of above, the Commission has desired to organise a one week workshop on “Vigilance Administration” from 06th to 10th August 2018 at ISTM, Delhi for the officers below CVO.

3. In the regard, CVOs are requested to nominate officers from the Vigilance dept. to attend the above training programme and send the same along with contact details to the undersigned at email id nitin.72@gov.in or fax 011-2451229 latest by 17.07.2018.

Nitin Kumar
Director